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We present an experimental study of the reproducibility of the different switching processes
occurring in rings. Using superconducting quantum interference device and magnetoresistance
measurements, we can measure hysteresis loops of arrays of rings and single structures at varying
temperatures and thereby separate the influence of thermal excitations and defects~extrinsic and
intrinsic!. We find that the temperature dependence of the switching fields and their distributions can
be correlated with the different physical processes occurring during different transitions.
Measurements of the angular dependence of the switching fields of a single ring allow us to
distinguish the contributions of extrinsic and intrinsic defects to the switching field distributions
and, counterintuitively, it is established that transitions involving nucleation processes are less prone
to defects and thermal excitations than processes involving domain-wall or vortex core depinning
and propagation. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1640451#

Small magnetic structures have been widely proposed
for applications in nonvolatile memory devices and
magnetosensors.1,2 The equilibrium magnetic states and mag-
netization reversal mechanisms in small elements, are
strongly determined by the interplay of magnetic anisotro-
pies~e.g., magnetocrystalline, interface, etc.! with the physi-
cal shape of the element.3–10 The critical property for appli-
cations is the magnetic switching. To ascertain how thermal
excitations and extrinsic and intrinsic defects affect the
switching processes, one requires a geometry where transi-
tions by different physical processes occur and also a thor-
ough understanding of these processes. A possible geometry
that fulfills these criteria is the ring geometry. Rings exhibit a
range of switching behaviors, from single onion to reverse
onion, switching via a double switching process~onion to
vortex and vortex to reverse onion! and a triple switching
involving the vortex core state.3,6,7These different transitions
involve physically very different processes~some are nucle-
ation free, some involve nucleation of domains or vortex
cores, etc.!.8 There are a number of different factors that
contribute to switching field distributions. At room tempera-
ture, thermal excitations can overcome energy barriers and
cause elements to switch, and in addition, intrinsic and ex-
trinsic defects will produce different switching fields for dif-
ferent structures.

Arrays of polycrystalline Co rings were fabricated as

presented and shown in Ref. 7. As explained in Ref. 6, very
wide and thick rings~outer diameterD51.6 mm, width
W5700 nm and thicknesst534 nm! exhibit the most com-
plex switching~three transitions!, as also presented in Fig.
1~a!. Comparing the results of the micromagnetic simulation
~open circles! with the superconducting quantum interfer-
ence device~SQUID! measurement shows good agreement.
The three transitions between the magnetic states shown in
the schematic insets are:~i! Onion @Fig. 1~a!# to vortex,@Fig.
1~b!# transition, which is a domain-wall depinning and
propagation process;3 ~ii ! the vortex @Fig. 1~b!# to vortex-
core @Fig. 1~c!# transition, which involves a nucleation of a
vortex core at the inner edge;8 ~iii ! the vortexcore@Fig. 1~c!#
to reverse onion@Fig. 1~d!# transition, which is a vortex core
annihilation process.8

As the temperature is decreased to 5 K, the magnetic
switching fields and switching fields distributions change as
thermal excitations are reduced as presented in Fig. 1. Con-
sidering the first transition~onion to vortex!, it can be seen
that at 5 K, the onion to vortex switching fieldHc1 is around
45 Oe, whereas at high temperatures the rings fall into the
vortex state when the field is lowered before reachingH50
Oe. The physical process~domain-wall depinning and propa-
gation! gives a possible explanation in that the domain wall
is pinned at local defects~intrinsic or extrinsic as discussed
below!, which represent energy barriers between two energy
minima. These barriers need to be overcome for the wall to
depin and the switching to occur. At high temperatures, the
thermal excitations help to overcome these energy barriers
thereby leading to earlier reversal.
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The transition for the vortex to the vortexcore state oc-
curs atT5300 K at aroundHc25210 Oe~Fig. 1!, whereas at
5 K it occurs at a slightly higher switching field of around
230 Oe. From this, it can be deduced that this switching
process, which is a nucleation of a vortexcore at the inner
edge of the ring,8 is only affected little by thermal excita-
tions. In contrast to the depinning of a domain wall where a
number of small barriers is present due to local pinning sites
for the wall, this nucleation process does not depend on the
pinning of a domain wall or vortex core.

Finally the maximum vortexcore to reverse onion transi-
tion field isHc35530 Oe atT5300 K and around 850 Oe at
5 K. This large increase shows that the annihilation of the
vortex core~in contrast to its nucleation! is strongly assisted
by thermal excitations. This can again be understood by the
fact that the vortex core is pinned at defects due to its high
exchange energy. Again, this pinning leads to small energy
barriers, which can be overcome by thermal fluctuations,
leading to an earlier annihilation~pushing out! of the vortex-
core for high temperatures. At low temperatures, stronger
fields are needed to overcome the pinning and annihilate the
vortex core.

Considering the switching field distributions, it can be
seen that all the switching field distributions increase with
decreasing temperature. Similar to the change in switching
field, it can be seen that the onion to vortex and the vortex
core to reverse onion switching field distributions are
strongly broadened when the temperature is decreased to 5 K
~respectively, by 30%, and 40% increase in the relative full
width half maximum of the distribution divided by the aver-
age switching field!, whereas the vortex to vortexcore
switching field distribution only changes a little~10% in-
crease!. In the case of processes involving the depinning of a
domain wall~onion to vortex! and the annihilation of a vor-
tex core ~vortexcore to reverse onion! the pinning of the
domain wall, and the vortex core is different~the local en-
ergy barriers are different! for each element due to differ-
ences in the defects. So at low temperatures, these two tran-

sitions will have a large switching field distribution reflecting
the differences in energy barrier heights. This switching field
distribution is reduced at a high temperature due to the ther-
mal excitations overcoming the small local energy barriers.

It is interesting to note that the micromagnetic calcula-
tions simulate a perfect ring without defects~apart from the
discretization induced edge roughness! and do not include
any thermal excitations~0 K!, but reproduce the measure-
ment at high temperatures much better than the low-
temperature measurement as seen in Fig. 1. This means that
the defects that hinder switching at low temperatures in the
experiment are being overcome by the thermal excitations.
So the ring behaves much more like a ‘‘perfect’’ ring at el-
evated temperatures, while at low temperatures for some of
the transitions, local defects, which are not included in the
simulations, become effective and govern the reversal fields.

Having discussed the rather complex triple switching,
we now turn to the most common switching process, which
is the case of double switching~onion to vortex and vortex to
reverse onion!.3,5,10 The onion to vortex switching is a wall
depinning and propagation process,3,4 whereas the vortex to
reverse onion is a nucleation process, followed by the spread
of a reverse domain.5 This difference has implications for the
reproducibility and hence the switching field distribution. As
seen in Refs. 3 and 6, the switching field distribution for the
onion to vortex transition is larger than that for the vortex to
reverse onion transition. This can be understood as discussed
above, taking into account that the domain-wall depinning
field ~i.e., the switching field for the onion to vortex transi-
tion! is highly dependent on the pinning strength of the de-
fect it is pinned at~which will vary from ring to ring and thus
lead to a large switching field distribution!. Temperature de-
pendent measurements on an array of polycrystalline Co
rings exhibiting a double switching~outer diameterD51.6
mm, width W5250 nm, and thicknesst534 nm! show, simi-
larly to the results for triple switching discussed above, that
the onion to vortex transition is strongly assisted by thermal
excitations~lower switching field and smaller switching field
distribution at high temperatures!. The vortex to reverse on-
ion transition ~nucleation and spread of a reverse domain
process! is less affected by temperature variations. We turn
now to the issue of how to separate the contributions from
extrinsic and intrinsic defects, achieved by studying the be-
havior of single rings at low temperatures, where thermal
excitations are suppressed. Since rings have an in-plane ro-
tational symmetry, measuring the angular dependence of the
switching fields yields information about the switching field
distribution within a ring due to shape irregularities and in-
trinsic defects. Permalloy rings with nonmagnetic contacts
and no artificial asymmetries were fabricated as detailed in
Ref. 4 @a scanning electron microscope~SEM! image is
shown in Fig. 2# and four-probe magnetoresistance measure-
ments were carried out at 4 K.4

The resistance is measured between opposite contacts to
obtain the two switching fields~onion to vortex and vortex to
onion! for all angles 0°–180°~as positive and negative fields
are measured, this effectively means that values for 0°–360°
are obtained!. In Fig. 3, the onion to vortex and vortex to
reverse onion switching fields are plotted as a function of
angle. As also observed in the MOKE and SQUID measure-

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops of an array of polycrystalline cobalt rings~outer
diameterDext51.7mm, widthW5700 nm, and thicknesst534 nm! taken at
300 K, 205 K, 105 K, and 5 K. In the 300 K measurement, the magnetiza-
tion configurations are shown schematically@onion state~a!, vortex state~b!,
vortexcore state~c! and reverse onion state~d!# and the results for micro-
magnetic simulations are added~empty disks!. A large change in the switch-
ing fields between the low- and the high-temperature measurements can be
observed for some of the transitions.
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ments of arrays at room temperature, the onion to vortex
switching field distribution is much larger than the vortex to
reverse onion switching field distribution, which can be ex-
plained by the fact that the domain-wall depinning of the
onion to vortex switching process is very defect dependent.
What is striking in this graph, is the fact that for the vortex to
reverse onion transition, the positive and negative switching
fields are virtually always the same, whereas the onion to
vortex switching fields vary greatly. This means that the very
similar variation of the positive and negative vortex to onion
switching fields with angle are primarily due to shape varia-
tions~which affect the switching fields for positive and nega-
tive switching fields equally!. This can be explained from the
switching mechanism, since the nucleation of a reverse do-
main happens at the edge of the ring10 and is thus very shape
dependent.

For the onion to vortex switching though, the variation
between positive and negative switching fields is of the same
order as the variation between different angles. It should be
noted that the switching fields are quite reproducible~the
error bars are of the order of a few tens of Oe! so that the
difference between positive and negative switching fields is
reproducible and cannot be attributed to random processes.
This means that neither extrinsic shape irregularities, nor
random thermal excitation processes are the dominant factors
here, but symmetry breaking intrinsic defects. Possible in-
trinsic defects are local oxidation spots, which can induce
exchange bias effects: Ni and Co oxides become antiferro-
magnetic at low temperatures and can thus break the time
symmetry and cause an exchange bias effect.11 Hence, at low
temperatures for the onion to vortex transition, the pinning
due to intrinsic defects is significant. Again this is perfectly
reasonable taking into account that the switching field is de-
pendent on the pinning of the domain wall and that exchange
bias materials can exercise strong pinning on the magnetiza-
tion in domain walls. From this, we can conclude that the
spread of the switching field distribution for the onion to
vortex transition is due to a combination of extrinsic shape
variations and pinning due to exchange bias whereas the
much smaller vortex to reverse onion transition switching
field distribution is primarily due to shape variations. For
applications, this means that improving the shape reproduc-
ibility will improve the vortex to onion transition, but this
will benefit little the onion to vortex switching, where mate-
rials with less intrinsic defects are needed for a smaller
switching field distribution.

In conclusion, we have investigated the influence of de-
fects on the switching fields and switching field distributions
in ferromagnetic ring structures as a function of temperature.
Surprisingly, transitions involving nucleation of either a vor-
tex core or a reverse domain show small switching field dis-
tributions compared with nucleation-free transitions occur-
ring by domain-wall motion or vortex core annihilation. For
the latter transitions, contributions of intrinsic defects and
extrinsic shape variations are identified as being significant,
whereas for transitions involving the nucleation of a reverse
domain extrinsic shape variations are responsible for the
switching field distribution. From this, we can infer that, in
contrast to the intuitive idea that nucleation-induced rever-
sals entail a large switching field distribution, the switching
field distribution and susceptibility to thermal effects in fact
compare favorably to that for pinning and propagation pro-
cesses.
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FIG. 2. SEM image of a ring (Dext51 mm, W5200 nm,t534 nm Py! with
no artificial defects and eight nonmagnetic contacts.

FIG. 3. Switching fields at 4 K for the onion to vortex transition~positive
fields: Empty squares, negative fields: Up triangles! and the vortex to re-
verse onion transition~positive fields: empty disks, negative fields: Down
triangles! of the ring shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the applied field angle.
Note the different switching field spread for the two transitions.
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